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ABSTRACT
Code intelligence tools such as GitHub Copilot have begun to bridge
the gap between natural language and programming language. A
frequent software development task is the management of technical
debts, which are suboptimal solutions or unaddressed issues which
hinder future software development. Developers have been found
to “self-admit” technical debts (SATD) in software artifacts such
as source code comments. Thus, is it possible that the information
present in these comments can enhance code generative prompts to
repay the described SATD? Or, does the inclusion of such comments
instead cause code generative tools to reproduce the harmful symp-
toms of described technical debt? Does the modification of SATD
impact this reaction? Despite the heavy maintenance costs caused
by technical debt and the recent improvements of code intelligence
tools, no prior works have sought to incorporate SATD towards
prompt engineering. Inspired by this, this paper contributes and
analyzes a dataset consisting of 36,381 TODO comments in the
latest available revisions of their respective 102,424 repositories,
from which we sample and manually generate 1,140 code bodies
using GitHub Copilot. Our experiments show that GitHub Copilot
can generate code with the symptoms of SATD, both prompted and
unprompted. Moreover, we demonstrate the tool’s ability to auto-
matically repay SATD under different circumstances and qualita-
tively investigate the characteristics of successful and unsuccessful
comments. Finally, we discuss gaps in which GitHub Copilot’s suc-
cessors and future researchers can improve upon code intelligence
tasks to facilitate AI-assisted software maintenance.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning; • Software
and its engineering→ Software creation and management.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) has begun to aid software developers by
offering a range of development tasks [8, 17, 32, 33, 36, 49], including
code generation [16], comment maintenance [32, 33, 36, 57], defect
resolution [33, 36, 57], and automated code review [17, 49, 57].
These intelligent coding solutions leverage AI advancements and
a vast corpus of open-source software data. Microsoft’s GitHub
Copilot [16] is a notable example, trained on billions of lines of
code fromGitHub repositories using OpenAI’s Codexmodel [7]. We
select GitHub Copilot to evaluate upon in this study due to recent
research’s involvement [34, 37, 41] and its capabilities, as Copilot
was found to achieve a 61-91% success rate in providing immediate
solutions or a potential useful starting point for developers [37].

“Technical debt” (TD) is a widely recognized phenomenon in
the software development industry, which was first introduced by
Ward Cunningham [9]. TD refers to the long-term impact of in-
sufficient solutions on the development process [5, 13, 26, 46, 48].
TD can include unfinished implementations, hacky workarounds,
poor code quality, outdated documentation, and many other poor
software quality symptoms. While TD is often described as a finan-
cial metaphor [1], it can also have a significant impact on other
expenses beyond monetary means, such as time and effort required
to maintain and improve the system [5, 13, 26, 46, 48].

Potdar and Shihab [42] explored the concept of “self-admitted
technical debts” (SATD) which are locations where developers ac-
knowledge the existence of a TD. The most commonly researched
SATDs are those left as source code comments (e.g., TODO com-
ments) [3, 14, 18, 28–31, 38, 42, 43, 55], although SATD has been
found in other software artifacts such as issue trackers [24, 25, 52],
build systems [53], code review [21], and Docker files [2]. SATD has
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also been leveraged in practice [50], and SATD in practice and open
source share similarities [54]. Many distinct symptoms of TD have
been reported as SATD such as Requirement Debts, Code Debts,
Defect Debts, Test Debts, Design Debts, and Documentation Debts
[3, 42]. Prior works have been proposed to assist in technical debt
management by using AI techniques to detect and classify SATD
comments [18, 27, 28, 30, 31, 43, 44], classify a SATD’s removal
[56], and remove obsolete (previously fixed) TODO comments [15],
and evaluate transformers and LLMs’ applicability towards SATD
repayment [35]. Specifically, this study investigates TODO com-
ments as a subset of SATD, and thus we refer to our data as TODO
comments. We also refer to the SATD broadly when discussing
prior works and future works which our study can motivate.

Since TD can affect a plethora of software maintenance activi-
ties, a technique to assist in repaying the accrued technical debts
would be valuable. Because TD can be disclosed in natural language
through SATD [42], and GitHub Copilot has been shown to perform
well upon natural language prompts [37], is it possible that SATD
comments could serve as instruction in these prompts to produce
less technically indebted code? In doing so, are the symptoms of the
SATD reproduced or repaid in the proceeding generations? Addi-
tionally, is it possible that not all TODO comments are well fit to be
included in code generation prompts? For instance, the comment
TODO: this is hacky is very vague and describes poor qualities
of pre-existing code. Meanwhile, TODO: add divide by zero
checks is another TODO comment which describes a specific fu-
ture action to be implemented. In these two instances, is it possible
that there are characteristics of TODO comments such as implying
an action or text clarity which better equip a SATD comment to
become a prompt for code generation? The examination of code
generations from prompts including TODO comments can provide
insights into prompt engineering best practices to generate techni-
cal debt by analyzing successfully and unsuccessfully repaid TODO
comments. However, to the best of our knowledge, no prior works
have investigated the extent to which the symptoms associated within
TODO comments can be resolved by supplementing code generation
prompts with the information available in these comments.

Inspired by these questions, we curated a dataset consisting
of 36,381 TODO comments found in the most recent revisions of
Python repositories as of January 2022 from a dataset utilized by a
prior research [11]. From this dataset, we manually examined 1,013
comments to extract a statistically significant sample of 380 fitting
TODO comments with a confidence interval of 95% and a margin
of error of 5%. From the 380 TODO comments, we generate 1,140
function bodies using different prompt-constructing procedures to
gain initial insights into how TODO comment-including prompts
affects Copilot’s output. This dataset is publicly available, making it
a usable resource for future research in AI-assisted software main-
tenance. A thorough analysis of the dataset enables the following
research questions to be explored:

• RQ1: Does the presence of TODO comments impact the
quality of GitHub Copilot’s generated code? Since code
generative tools such as Copilot are trained on open-source
software [16] where SATD is prevalent [42], it is crucial to
understand if its generated code reproduces the symptoms

of TODO comments from training data, and if so, explore
ways to mitigate this issue.

• RQ2: Can GitHub Copilot generations repay developer-
written TODO comments? Given that GitHub Copilot is
trained on a vast amount of software data [16], we investigate
if its generated code can serve as alternative solutions which
do not contain the TD symptoms of developer-written code.

• RQ3: Can TODO comments be modified to enhance
prompts which lead to generated code that repays the
symptoms? Prior work speculates whether a TODO com-
ment can be modified to document software following the
TODO comment’s resolution [15]. Could this be utilized to
engineer prompts which produce TODO comment-repaying
solutions?

We have made the following contributions in this paper:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, the first study evaluating the

applicability of prompt engineering via TODO comment
inclusion/modification to assist in automatic technical debt
repayment.

(2) Recommendable best practices for prompt engineering to
produce code which avoids the symptoms of SATD being
reproduced by code generative tools.

(3) Insights on the limitations of code generative tools and inspi-
rations for future research on code intelligence techniques
applied towards SATD repayment.

(4) A publicly available dataset consisting of 1,140 GitHub Copi-
lot generations which future work can evaluate against to
facilitate AI-assisted software maintenance.

The rest of this paper is organized as such: Section 2 discusses
the methodology, Section 3 overviews the results of the specified
RQs, Section 4 discusses the implications of our findings, Section 5
outlines related work, and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 METHODOLOGY
This section describes our approach for utilizing open-source repos-
itories to create prompts for GitHub Copilot generations.

2.1 Dataset
In order to address the research questions outlined, we have elected
to utilize the Boa Language and Infrastructure [12]. Boa has been
demonstrated to be a capable and efficient solution for large-scale
mining of software repositories. Relevantly, OBrien et al. [38] demon-
strated its capabilities of extracting self-admitted technical debt
(SATD) comments fromPythonmachine learning repositories. There-
fore, we decide to also study Python repositories due to its in-
creasing popularity in both machine learning and recent research
[4, 10, 11, 38, 40]. Moreover, in this study, we have chosen to ex-
pand the scope beyond solely machine learning repositories, opting
instead to utilize a dataset of diverse Python repositories provided
by the Boa Language and Infrastructure as of February 2022. This
dataset has been employed in prior research for the analysis of
Python programming paradigms [11].

This dataset consists of repositories whose primary language is
Python, was gathered from GitHub in February 2022, and consists
of repositories created from 2008-2021. The repositories in this
dataset were cloned in descending order of star count, resulting
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in each contained repository having a minimum of 24 stars. We
present the statistics for the overall dataset in Table 1. Despite the
dataset comprising over 293 million file snapshots, in order to focus
only on analyzing currently existing TODO comments (comments
beginning with the word "todo", case insensitive) using GitHub
Copilot, we have mined only the most recent snapshots, which
encompasses a total of 23,848,176 files.

Table 1: The dataset statistics

Granularity Amount
Projects 102,424
Revisions 32,231,939
Unique Files 63,681,580
File Snapshots 293,231,664
AST Nodes 105,512,426,611

2.2 Creating TODO Comment Dataset
In this section, we describe our approach for gathering, filtering,
and sampling a dataset of Python TODO comments and docstrings.
Data from this section is provided in Table 2.

In order to analyze the potential of code generative tools to
reproduce and resolve issues admitted in TODO comments, we
have undertaken a thorough extraction and filtering process of the
TODO comments present in the Boa dataset. Through querying the
most recent snapshots of Python files, we have identified a total
of 36,381 TODO comments. Adhering to established protocols for
discerning SATD comments as outlined in previous literature [38],
we have eliminated any comments with duplicate signatures (exact
same comment in the same file) and those that are not native to
their respective repository (instead in a local copy of a library or
package) by removing those with substrings such as “site-packages”.
This methodical approach ensures that all comments analyzed were
created by their respective repository developers and eliminates the
possibility of duplicate comments being present within a repository.
This results in a dataset of 29,672 TODO comments.

We reuse a sampling method previously employed in prior stud-
ies on SATD [14, 38]. Specifically, in later sections, we continually
sample from the 29,672 TODO comments until we identify 380 fit-
ting TODO comments. This sample size is chosen with a confidence
level of 95% and a margin of error of 5%. This statistically significant
sample will be the focus of our analysis in the subsequent sections.
In our analysis of the sampled source code functions, we found that
the smallest function consisted of 0 statements (unimplemented
functions), the largest comprised 197 statements, and the median
function size was 8.5 statements, reflecting a wide variety in code
sizes within the dataset.

2.3 GitHub Copilot Generations
In this section, we will describe the process followed to create
a dataset of GitHub Copilot generations from TODO comments,
documentation strings (docstrings), and function headers found in
open-source repositories.

In order to evaluate differing prompts’ effectiveness in resolving
TODO comments, we created a local copy of Python files containing
TODO comments. By generating code within a copy of the original

Table 2: Overview of our TODO comment preprocessing

Preprocessing Step TODOs Remaining
Total Extracted 36,381
Unique + Native 29,672
Sampled 380

file, we aim to simulate how developers would utilize Copilot and
provide additional context to Copilot [16].

We adopt a strategy that leverages the use of docstrings to guide
Copilot, as previously employed in related work [34]. In doing so,
we leverage existing software data to perform prompt engineer-
ing. Docstrings, which are blocks of natural language describing
the functionality, inputs, outputs, or examples of a Python func-
tion, serve as valuable information for Copilot to generate code.
Therefore, in our analysis, we preserve the docstrings found in the
original functions. Additionally, we also retain the function headers,
which include the function name, input names, and type hints, if
provided. By providing both docstrings and function headers as
input, we establish a context for Copilot to generate within.

Because some samples are unfit for inclusion in this study, we
continually sample from our population of 29,672 TODO comments
until we achieve 380 fitting samples. A sample can be deemed
unfit for many reasons such as the TODO comment appearing
outside of a function body, the respective function does not contain
a docstring (lacking providable context), the TODO comment is very
ambiguous (e.g., the comment containing only the word TODO), and
the TODO comment or the entire repository having been removed
since the Boa dataset was created. Therefore, each sampled instance
is manually labeled as being fit or unfit for this study.

Human labeling is prone to bias and mistakes. Therefore, we
follow a iterative procedure [45] used in a variety of studies in soft-
ware engineering to mitigate this effect [6, 20, 38]. At each iteration,
two labelers would independently label 38 function bodies as to
whether it is appropriate for our study or not. The comments’ loca-
tion and available context are all assessed at this stage. Following
each iteration, the Cohen’s Kappa would be measured between the
labelers. Cohen’s Kappa is a statistical measure to evaluate classifi-
cation agreement which discards the possibility that the labelers
agree randomly. A Cohen’s Kappa above 0.8 is considered as “ex-
cellent” agreement. Following each iteration, the labelers would
meet to discuss their disagreements, with a third author prepared
to settle any disagreements left unsettled.

Through this process, the labelers achieved consistent “excel-
lent” agreement, with Kappa values of 0.9408, 0.8177, and 0.9444 in
each iteration. With consistent “excellent” agreement, the labelers
independently labeled until 380 fitting samples were achieved. In
total, 1,013 comments were manually investigated before 380 fitting
instances were found to serve as the basis for later generations.

After gathering 380 relevant samples, we used the Visual Stu-
dio Code IDE to manually generate Copilot generations, as there
was no available API for Copilot at the time of experimentation
[16]. This method is consistent with previous evaluations of Copi-
lot [37, 41]. For each triplet of information (function header, doc-
string, TODO comment), we generated three function bodies using
3 unique prompts with GitHub Copilot for a total of 1,140 (380 * 3)
generations. We use Copilot’s first provided generation following
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prior work, which speculated a partial solution 61-91% of the time
[37]. Although the prompt-constructing strategies used may intro-
duce bias to our results, this study aims to provide initial insights
into the alignment between TODO comments and effective code
generation prompts. Therefore, if the prompts in this study are
found to be successful, it could inspire future work to experiment
with alternative processing of TODO comments for prompt con-
struction. An example of our prompt-constructing procedure is
illustrated in Figure 1. The three prompts per triplet are as follows:

(1) DS (Docstring): We pass only the docstring and original
function header from the open-source repositories as a Copi-
lot prompt.

(2) DS-TD (Docstring-TODO): We append the TODO comment
to the beginning of the docstring to construct a Copilot
prompt. The decision to append at the start of the docstring
was decided so that the context of the TODO comment is
the first task consumed as input by Copilot.

(3) DS-MTD (Docstring-Modified TODO): Prior works note
that the removal of the word “TODO” from a TODO com-
ment can suffice as the documentation after the specified
change is completed [15]. Therefore, this generation prepro-
cesses the TODO comment by discarding the word “TODO”
before appending the modified TODO comment ahead of the
docstring.

Evaluating or validating the generated code is a challenging
task, and technical debt repayment is no different. In this paper,
we follow work which evaluates human repayment of SATD and
evaluate Copilot’s generations with rigorous manual evaluation
[55] and we involve two labelers to reduce bias. Previously, Mas-
tropaolo et al. [34] utilized software tests from the repositories
and similarity scores to evaluate their generations. However, Mas-
tropaolo et al. [34] found that re-using these tests may not evaluate
desired behaviors, and leveraging similarity metrics may produce
misleading results (e.g., a correctly-behaving generation that wildly
differs from ground truth causes a correct solution to have a lower
score). In SATD repayment specifically, resolving SATD may in-
volve untested aspects such as code legibility and documentation.
The multitude of solutions available can introduce variability in
similarity scores, making such metrics less reliable. Thus, this study
leverages manual evaluation of SATD repayment.

It is important to note that the primary objective of our assess-
ment is not to assess the technical accuracy or functional equiva-
lence of the generated code, as this is performed by prior work [37].
Instead, the evaluation aims to determine the extent to which the
symptoms associated with the TODO comments, as identified in the
original code, are addressed in the generated code through varying
prompts including, excluding, or modifying TODO comments. Man-
ual labeling has been used previously to assess the repayment of a
SATD [55]. Even if the generated code does not behave correctly, its
generation could still guide the user to a quicker resolution of the
technical debt Nguyen and Nadi [37]. However, assessing whether
AI-generated solutions expedite or impede a technical debt’s reso-
lution is out of the scope of this study. Instead, our primary focus is
whether the inclusion of a TODO comment influences the output
of code generative tools, and whether this influence can resolve the
TODO comment’s symptoms. To do so, we consider the different

Manual Generation with Copilot

divide(num1, num2) '''Divides two numbers''' TODO: check divide by
zero

def divide(num1, num2): 
     '''Divides two numbers''' 
     return num1 / num2

def divide(num1, num2): 
     '''TODO: check divide by zero 
     Divides two numbers''' 
     return num1 / num2

def divide(num1, num2): 
     '''check divide by zero 
     Divides two numbers''' 
     if num2 == 0: 
          return 0 
     return num1 / num2

DS Generation DS-TD Generation DS-MTD Generation

Function Header Docstring TODO Comment

Figure 1: The process for creating three generations from
open-source repository. Red text represents the input to
GitHub Copilot; blue text represents the generated code.

prompt inputs to be our independent variable, and Copilot’s output
from varying prompts is our dependent variable. Because our ex-
perimental setup maintains the same file for the varying prompts
to be placed within, any changes to Copilot’s output are due to the
different prompts leveraged in the respective generations.

The authors have labeled 3 questions regarding the 3 genera-
tions for each triplet of information. For edge-case samples, multiple
labelers were consulted to assign an appropriate label. These ques-
tions assess whether or not the Copilot generations fix or contain
the concerned TODO comment symptoms. For example, the DS
and DS-TD generations in Figure 1 do not implement error checks
as admitted by the original TODO comment, and therefore, they
do not solve the symptoms of the TODO comment. Conversely,
the DS-MTD generation implements error checking, and the la-
belers assigned this generation as repaying the TODO comment.
Specifically, the three questions examined are:

(1) Does the DS generation fix the symptoms of the concerned
TODO comment? In Figure 1, the DS generation does not
implement error checks.

(2) Does the DS-TD generations contain the symptoms of the con-
cerned TODO comment? Notably, the DS-TD generation in
Figure 1 does not implement error checks. The cause for
these patterns in explored in later sections.

(3) Does the DS-MTD comment fix the symptoms of the concerned
TODO comment? In Figure 1, when the TODO comment
is modified, Copilot outputs code with the specified error
checks. This suggests that proper promptmodification can ef-
fectively guide Copilot towards resolving TODO comments,
thus assisting in software maintenance.

This study employed a thorough labeling process to enable ac-
curate and consistent results. A training session was held by the
authors where the characteristics of TODO comments and Copi-
lot’s potential effects were discussed. Following this, utilizing the
same method previously used for identifying TODO-docstring-
header triplets, the authors went through four rounds of labeling,
achieving improving levels of agreement as measured by Cohen’s
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Kappa scores of 0.508, 0.7419, 0.8488, and 0.8819. All discrepancies
are discussed and resolved with a moderator prepared to settle
unresolved disagreements. The third and fourth iterations which
received 0.8488 and 0.8819 indicate consistent excellent agreement
among the authors, which further confirms the validity and relia-
bility of the results. To ensure transparency and reproducibility, all
authors’ independent labels, as well as the final settled labels, are
made available in our replication package.

3 RESULTS
In this section, we delve into the findings of our examination of
1,140 GitHub Copilot generations, whose generation procedures are
described in the preceding section. Our study aims to uncover the
impact of TODO comments on AI code generations and assess the
feasibility of using Copilot to address the symptoms of TODO com-
ments found in open-source repositories via three different Copilot
generations, i.e., input containing only the docstring (DS), input
containing docstring and TODO (DS-TD), and input containing
docstring and modified TODO (DS-MTD).

3.1 Impact of TODO Comments on Generations
RQ1: Does the presence of TODO comments impact the

quality of GitHub Copilot’s generated code?
RQ1 aims to investigate whether code generative tools such as

GitHub Copilot can generate code containing the symptoms de-
scribed in TODO comments by injecting them with the unmodified
TODO comment text. Since GitHub Copilot was trained on open-
source repositories, where self-admitted technical debts have been
found [42], is it possible the tool may reproduce these technical
debts if prompted with SATD such as TODO comments? Or, have
tools such as GitHub Copilot mitigated the generation of these
symptoms? In the former case, the generation of technical debt
symptoms could be problematic as it would impede developer pro-
ductivity, rather than expedite it. This concern is drawn from prior
research [7] which comments that large language models on code
may not produce high-quality code because their predictive goals
are focused on reproducing the distribution of their training data
rather than producing code of measured quality. Thus, the labelers
assess both the DS and DS-TD generations produced by Copilot
and their relation to the original developer-written code. By reading
relevant information (docstrings, TODO comments, used or similar
nearby code), the labelers determine whether the TODO comment
symptoms are present in each generation. Additionally, the original
code is also reviewed to provide perspective or additional context
to the TODO comment’s symptoms.

In order to understand if GitHub Copilot is capable of repro-
ducing TODO comment symptoms, we conducted a comparison
between the DS and DS-TD generations. These generations were
defined in the previous section, the only difference between the
two inputs is the presence of the unchanged TODO comment in
DS-TD. Therefore, any changes in the generated code (harmful or
helpful) would be due to the varying prompts. Our analysis aimed
to determine if the presence of the TODO comment influenced the
DS-TD generation to produce the technical debts described.

To provide an example of the effect in question, we illustrate
an instance from our analysis in Figure 2. The TODO comment in

Table 3: Confusion matrix of DS and DS-TD results.

Does DS Repay?
Does DS-TD Reproduce? No Yes Total
No 13 53 66
Yes 285 29 314
Total 298 82 380

question is TODO: Document, which indicates a lack of documen-
tation in the original code where the TODO comment was found.
Missing, incomplete, or out-of-date documentation is a recurring
technical debt found in open-source repositories [3, 42]. In the DS
generation which does not contain the TODO comment, Copilot
generates code with source code comments throughout, despite
not being explicitly instructed to prioritize documentation in the
inputted docstring.

However, when the aforementioned TODO comment is included
in the prompt for the DS-TD generation, the generated code is
absent of source code comments. Ideally, the inclusion of a TODO
comment would act as additional instruction for Copilot to specifi-
cally address the tasks disclosed. However, the opposite effect was
observed in some cases such as Figure 2; the TODO comment in-
jection causes Copilot to instead reproduce the admitted technical
debt rather than repay. The cause is likely due to the nature of
next-token predictors such as GitHub Copilot [7] where instead of
solving the TODO comment, the code which was found near simi-
lar comments in its training data (i.e., code near comments similar
to TODO: Document lack documentation) influences the output to
instead omit the source code comments. This instance exemplifies
that the presence of a TODO comment can have a negative impact
on the quality of code produced.

We present the results of our evaluation in Table 3. RQ1 is con-
cerned with instances where the presence of a TODO comment
caused a negative effect which is not implemented without the
TODO comment in the DS Generation, such as the previously de-
scribed example in Figure 2. Therefore, RQ1 focuses on cases where
the DS generation repays the described TODO symptoms, and the
DS-TD generation reproduces the admitted technical debt.

Figure 3 shows that the TODO comment’s symptoms are resolved
by the DS generation in 82 cases. Of the 82 cases, the symptoms are
reintroduced in 29 of the respective DS-TD generations. Therefore,
we witness 35.36% of our investigated TODO comments causing
a previously repaid technical debt to be instead be reproduced
in the Copilot generations when involved in the prompt. Thus,
the inclusion of the TODO comment has a negative effect on the
generated code quality.

Although developers in practice may not place TODO comments
in their prompts, this result indicates 1) the majority of the stud-
ied TODO comments may require additional preprocessing to be
repaid through code generative prompt engineering, 2) although
the characteristics of Copilot’s training data are not disclosed [16],
Copilot’s training data likely contains TODO comments since it was
shown to reproduce TODO comment symptoms when prompted
with these comments, and 3) TODO comment symptom-containing
outputs are not currently mitigated. These findings can motivate
future work, which is discussed further in Section 4.1.
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1 # Load the rule image
2 rule_img = cv2.imread(rule_image_name , cv2.

IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)
3 # Load the density image
4 density_image = cv2.imread(density_image_name , cv2.

IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)
5 # Save the density image in temp folder
6 cv2.imwrite('temp/density_image.png', density_img)
7 return rule_img , density_img

1 rule_img = cv2.imread(rule_image_name , cv2.
IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)

2 density_image = cv2.imread(density_image_name , cv2.
IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)

3 cv2.imwrite('temp/density_image.png', density_img)
4 return rule_img , density_img

Figure 2: DS (left) and DS-TD (right) Copilot generations where DS-TD includes “TODO: Document” in the prompt.

1 elif isinstance(index , slice):
2 #TODO -Should we copy the alphabet and gap character?
3 new_align = Alignment(self._alphabet)
4 new_align._records = self._records[index]
5 return new_align

Figure 3: A piece of a DS-MTD generation involving the com-
ment TODO - See Bug 2554 for changing the __init__method
which produced an unrelated TODO comment

Finding 1: Because code generative tools can reproduce their
training data, 35.36% of the 380 TODO comments studied had
their symptoms reproduced when directly included in prompts.
Furthermore, other notable cases occurred when generations

were being conducted in this study. Figure 3 shows the snippet of
a generation which was a DS-MTD generation which concerned
the TODO comment TODO - See Bug 2554 for changing the
__init__method which could be considered a Defect Debt by prior
works [3, 42] due to referencing a bug report. In the resulting
generation shown in Figure 3, another unrelated TODO comment
was generated by Copilot: TODO - Should we copy the alphabet
and gap character?which questions the absence of functionality,
thus suggesting it is a functional Requirement Debt [3].

Currently, RQ1 discussed the effects of TODO comments that
were prompted (i.e., the unmodified TODO comment is included
in the prompt). The TODO comment displayed in Figure 3 was
generated unprompted (i.e., there was no information in the prompt
involving a TODO comment or the generated Requirement Debt).
Yet, Copilot’s generation still included this unrelated TODO com-
ment, likely caused by TODO comments in the training data re-
lated to the prompted task. In other words, because similar code
in the training data contained TODO comments, these unrelated
symptoms were included in the generated solution. This further
emphasizes the need for mitigating SATD such as TODO comments
from code intelligence tools, since even in situations where TODO
comments are not explicitly mentioned in the prompt, the harmful
symptoms and TODO comments are still producible.
Finding 2: Code generative tools can reproduce TODO comments
and their symptoms unprompted (without explicit instruction).

3.2 Repaying TODO Comments through Copilot
RQ2:CanGitHubCopilot generations repay developer-written
TODO comments?

RQ2 delves into the potential impact of GitHub Copilot on self-
admitted technical debts in software development. Despite the best
efforts of developers, the creation and maintenance of software can

be challenging, with factors such as lack of experience, unaware-
ness, and time constraints leading to the accumulation of technical
debt [5, 9, 13, 26, 46, 48]. RQ2 investigates whether GitHub Copilot
can help mitigate these challenges by producing code that repays
the technical debts admitted with existing TODO comments in
open-source software. Our intuition is that in providing develop-
ers with fast, potentially high-quality code generated from a vast
corpus of software data, code-generative tools can help repay the
TODO comment symptoms accumulated by developers. To answer
RQ2, we use the same labeling results presented in RQ1, but do
not compare with the results of the DS-TD generation, we only
investigate successful DS generations.

Our methodology for RQ2 involves analyzing theDS generations
produced by GitHub Copilot against the TODO comments found in
the original code. By comparing the generated code to the original
code, we can analyze whether the generated code addresses and
potentially resolves the admitted symptoms as is done by prior work
[55]. If the generated code is found to address the symptoms, it may
serve as an alternative to human-written code or may accelerate
the repayment of these specific technical debts.

Figure 4 provides such an illustration of the potential impact
of GitHub Copilot’s code generation on a TODO comment. In the
original developer-written code, a TODO comment is present, ad-
mitting a lack of error checking on the filehash parameter, thus
considered to be a Defect Debt [3, 42]. However, the DS generation
which re-uses the same developer-written docstring has ensured to
implement such a check without explicit specification to do so in
theDS prompt. This suggests that Copilot generates code which ad-
dresses technical debts not prioritized by developers. Furthermore,
this illustrates the potential for Copilot to automatically resolve
technical debts without additional prompt engineering.

The results presented in Table 3 offer an indication into the po-
tential of Copilot to address TODO comment symptoms. 82 (21.57%)
instances were identified where the DS generations produced by
Copilot effectively address the symptoms of the TODO comment,
indicating that the code generated by Copilot is not burdened by the
same technical debt as developer-written code. This suggests that
Copilot has the potential to be a valuable tool for software mainte-
nance, offering an alternative solution for replacing or assisting in
the repayment of technically indebted code.
Finding 3: In our dataset, 21.57% of TODO comment symptoms
were labeled as resolved in the DS generation, relying solely on
the information provided within the developer-written docstring.
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1 #TODO error checking on filehash
2 #build the query string
3 query = "download/v1/" + filehash
4 return query

1 #validate parameters
2 if len(filehash) != 64:
3 raise Exception("Invalid file hash")
4 query = "download/v1/" + filehash
5 return query

Figure 4: A comparison between developer-written code (left) and the DS Copilot generation (right).

We further investigate the 82 DS generations that were identi-
fied to at least address the TODO comments that developers imple-
mented in the original code. In doing so, we aim to identify themes
of technical debts that developers have encountered that Copilot
generations repay in its DS generations. These themes are thus
technical debts which Copilot-written code may assist in repay-
ing. We find three recurring themes in our studied 82 repayments:
defect-handling, additional support, and better assumptions.

Previous work on SATD types [3, 42] has classified a taxon-
omy. One such instance is the Defect Debt, characterized as known
defects’ resolutions deferred to a later time due to competing prior-
ities. In a similar vein, we find that TODO comments involving the
handling of defects is a task which DS Copilot generations can per-
form without any specific instruction. Defect-handling examples
of comments resolved by DS generations include TODO: add std
OSError attributes or pick more approp. exceptionwhich
motivates more fitting exception throwing and TODO: Warning
of unhandled characters which self-admits a currently unim-
plemented warning. Both of these comments are repaid without
including the respective TODO comments in the DS prompts.

In our dataset, we find a reoccurring theme involving supporting
new features as a task that DS Copilot generations were able to
provide. Such examples include TODO: Support URLS that don’t
start with ‘static’ and the comment TODO: this has to be
improved now that we also support other datasets that
may not have list.txt, our studied DS generations for these
examples do not depend on these hardcoded values or restrictions.

Finally, we find that developers’ TODO comments indicate poor
assumptions which results in questionable decisions later in its
lifetime. For example, the comment TODO err_crit is never
used? self-admits a technical debt where an input parameter is
never used. However, the DS generation does not ignore err_crit
and instead involves it in the computation.
Finding 4: Defect-handling, additional support, and better as-
sumptions are identifiable themes in which code generative tools
can assist in mitigating the TODO comment symptoms.

1 elif FLAGS.platform == 'nccl2 ':
2 exe = fluid.ParallelExecutor(
3 use_cuda=True ,
4 loss_name=self.debug_keys [0],
5 main_program=self.get_main_program(FLAGS),
6 exec_strategy=fluid.ExecutionStrategy ())

Figure 5: DS-MTD generation whose prompt includes the
modified TODO comment “parallel executor”.

3.3 Repaying TODO Comments with Prompt
Engineering

RQ3: Can TODO comments be modified to enhance prompts
which lead to generated code that repays the symptoms?

RQ3 builds on RQ2 by exploring how Copilot can be used to
address TODO comments. Since RQ2 finds that Copilot generations
can resolve symptoms of TODO comments via generating from
docstrings alone, RQ3 investigates whether prompt engineering can
enable TODO comment repayment. Building on prior work’s spec-
ulation [15], we experiment with removing the word “TODO” from
TODO comments to include them as documentation-like instruc-
tion as part of Copilot’s docstring input. This approach is referred
to asDS-MTD generations. For RQ3, we manually examine the out-
put of the DS-MTD generations and compare it with the original
developer-written code as done in prior generations. However, we
also refer back to the previous DS and DS-TD generations to see
if the modifications of the prompts caused the generated code to
differ. If the produced code is identical, then the labels should reflect
this as well. However, in cases where the code differs, the authors
investigated the difference and determine whether the DS-MTD
generation resolves the TODO comment symptoms.

We exemplify this procedure and motivate its results with the
Copilot generation shown in Figure 5. Note that for presentation’s
sake, the resulting generation contains more code than illustrated,
but only the code relevant to this finding is shown. However, all
generations in their entirety can be found in our replication package.
In Figure 5, the concerning TODO comment is TODO: parallel
executor which self-admits the symptoms of a lack of a parallel
executor functionality, thus this can be considered a functional
Requirement Debt [3, 42]. In the DS and DS-TD generations, no
parallel executor is implemented either from a lack of specification
or misalignment involving the word “TODO” as RQ1 previously
speculated. When the word “TODO” is removed from this comment,
the text becomes parallel executor. The elimination of the term
“TODO” alters the comment’s semantics, and might improve the
generated output. Rather than producing code which is similar
to code near comments like TODO: parallel executor in its
training data, which likely lacks the desired parallel executor, the
comment parallel executor is now expected to be describing
code that meets the desired specification in Copilot’s training data.
Thus, the DS-MTD generation contains the illustrated relevant
code in Figure 5 whereas no parallel executors were generated in
the DS nor DS-TD generations. Thus, even a minor adjustment to
a TODO comment can positively impact its generation’s quality
when included in a prompt.

Figure 6 depicts the results of our manual assessment of DS and
DS-MTD generations. Notably, our generations involving lever-
aging and processing the TODO comments to provide modified
context and instruction resulted in 40 (10.53%) additional TODO
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Figure 6: Comparison of TODO comments repaid by DS and
DS-MTD generations.

comment repayments beyond the 82 (21.58%) DS generations’ re-
payments. In total, 122 (32.11%) of the 380 TODO comments were
labeled as addressed by Copilot in our study. Therefore, with just
minor modifications (removing the word “TODO”), code genera-
tion was able to repay more technical debts. This is because of
the additional effective information available in TODO comments
for guiding software maintenance. Yet, the presence of the word
“TODO” in unmodified TODO comments can reverse the semantics
of the comment, thus prompting code generative tools for code
without the desired effects. Therefore, the following observation
is made: although directly injecting TODO comments into prompts
can reproduce the symptoms, preprocessing these comments before
prompt engineering can enable next-token code generation techniques
to repay the technical debts. Even though the modification to pro-
duce a DS-MTD is simple, this initial study can motivate future
works which can perform heavier preprocessing to extract effective
instruction and specification from TODO comments to generate
symptom-avoiding code. This observation sets our work apart from
previous work investigating the robustness of Copilot given similar
prompts [34], since our study finds that modified SATD within
prompts can enable code generations involving less technical debt.
Finding 5: Omitting “TODO” in comments enables code genera-
tive tools to address 10.53% additional comments, highlighting
potential for preprocessing for TODO technical debt repayment.
Motivated by these results, we sought to understand the charac-

teristics of the comments which allowed Copilot to be successful
or unsuccessful in repaying the described symptoms. Two of the
authors reviewed the comments’ texts separated by having been
repaid by a DS or DS-MTD generation in this study (122 total)
and those not repaid by either (258 total). In doing so, the authors
identified recurring characteristics about the information present
in these comments. In the end, all 380 comments were reviewed
and discussed by both authors to assign labels, and the resulting
datasets are available in our replication package. These characteris-
tics are described, exemplified, and explained how the comments
are fitting or unfitting for inclusion in prompt engineering in Table
4 and 5. It is important to note that a comment can receive multiple,
or none of the characteristics in this labeling process.

Characteristics found to likely contribute to effective prompt
engineering can assist in creating large-scale datasets of SATDs
which are likely repayable by code generation for future studies

and can provide prompt engineering best practices. Characteris-
tics found to likely harm effective prompt engineering can inspire
future work towards heavier TODO comment preprocessing to
make these TODO comments prompt-ready or alternative strate-
gies for automatic technical debt repayment. Additionally, future
researchers can build classifiers to automatically separate TODO
comments to aid the repayment by AI tools.

Specifically, we observe that TODO comments that describe
concrete actions, rather than identifying poor symptoms of code
resulted in many repaid instances. This is because the task of code
generation is to reproduce code from its training data which the
prompts describe. If a TODO comment describes an actionable
instruction, then this previous disclosure of an absence of func-
tionality can become additional requirement for code generation.
Meanwhile, TODO comments which only describe symptoms of
code instead cause code generative tools to reproduce these poor
qualities rather than generate a solution to mitigate these qualities.
Fucci et al. [14] provides a classification of SATD comments’ con-
tent, including classes such as poor implementation choices and
misalignment, which we speculate to be the symptoms rather than
solution-providing comments, e.g., the comments shown in Table 5.
Additionally, we find that supplying extra contextual information,
rationales, or future considerations can also assist in technical debts
in being repaid by Copilot with our various prompt constructing
techniques. This is due to the additional details present in these
comments that can guide Copilot to generate the intended qual-
ity or functionality. However, Copilot has additional difficulties
in cases such as TODO comments questioning software or TODO
comments which have relationships to the original body of code.
These observations can motivate currently unexplored future work
on additional code intelligence tasks applied to SATD such as code
editing and code Q&A. We discuss this further in Section 4.2.

4 DISCUSSION
This paper studies TODO comments specifically, since TODO com-
ments were found to be prevalent in all projects studied in Huang
et al. [18] and consist of over half of the SATD studied. Additionally,
Gao et al. [15] provides speculations on TODO comments specif-
ically which we form our prompt engineering strategies around.
Although our work is on TODO comments specifically, our results
can motivate SATD mitigation and AI-assisted technical debt re-
payment broadly.

4.1 Mitigation of SATD Generation
Our experiments demonstrate that code-generative tools can gen-
erate TODO comment symptoms prompted or unprompted. While
code generation tools aim to enhance developer productivity, the
presence of SATD can impede development and add complexity to
software systems [42]. To address this issue, we propose prepro-
cessing and postprocessing techniques to mitigate this reaction.

We propose a preprocessing technique for cleaning the training
data of these tools. This technique involves removing any code
that contains instances of SATD from the training data. Previous
research on source code comment completion used this approach to
prevent SATD comments from being completed by the downstream
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Table 4: Helpful characteristics found in the 122 repayable SATD comments

Quality
Name

Description How it can Affect Prompts Example(s) Percentage

Concrete
Action

SATD comments may describe de-
sired implementation or action.

Since code generation produces code according
to instructions, these SATD comments are well-
aligned with the goals of code generation.

todo: support sparse matrix!!,
todo: check if the name does not
contain forbidden characters:

65.57%

Contextual
Info

SATD comments may include con-
textual details such as where or
when a change is to occur.

SATDs which provide adequate context can guide
code generative tools to produce relevant code.

todo: fix code to fail with clear
exception when filesize cannot be
obtained

32.79%

Rationale SATD comments may provide rea-
son for the described repayment.

SATDswhich detail the rationale of its repayment
can provide non-functional requirements for its
generation.

todo: would it be more efficient
using a dict or hash values
instead

6.56%

Future Con-
sideration

SATD comments may imply con-
siderations of changes.

The DS generations may make these future con-
siderations without being specified to.

todo: need tau possibly here 27.87%

Table 5: Harmful characteristics found in the 258 non-repaid SATD comments

Quality
Name

Description How it can Affect Prompts Example(s) Percentage

Symptom SATD comments disclose poor
quality code instead of concrete
actions.

Inclusion of these comments in prompts leads
to generative tools producing poor-quality code
instead of solutions.

todo: untested for glms?,
todo: too much slop permitted
here impossible, todo# too long?

14.34%

Proximity SATD comments refer to code
nearby in the original body.

Without access to the original code, the relation-
ship between these comments and specific code
segments is lost, hindering code generation’s per-
formance.

todo: fix next line,
todo: clean this up,
todo: complete this documentation

32.95%

Question SATD comments question poor
qualities of code.

When injected into prompts, they result in code
with these questionable qualities instead of solu-
tions.

todo: remove redundant attributes
and fix the code that uses them?,
todo: how to accommodate
regression?

15.12%

model [32]. We recommend applying this approach to code gen-
eration as well, to ensure that SATD comments are not produced
by the generative model. Additionally, removing SATD from the
training data may also prevent the model from reproducing SATD-
affected code in later generations. This modification could lead to
the generation of code that fully resolves the symptoms of injected
unmodified TODO comments, unlike observations made in RQ1.

A second approach is a postprocessing mechanism that involves
incorporating SATD identification into Copilot’s ranking proce-
dures. SATD detection has been approached by many prior works
[18, 27, 28, 30, 31, 43, 44]. Currently, Copilot generates multiple
candidate generations for a given prompt, then uses a ranking pro-
cedure to determine the order in which they are presented to the
user [16]. By removing candidates that are identified to contain
SATD from consideration or adjusting the ranking procedure to
prefer candidates without SATD, the likelihood of SATD being out-
put can be reduced. This modification has the advantage of not
requiring any pre-existing code generative models to be retrained.

4.2 AI-Assisted TD Maintenance & Repayment
As shown in our results for RQ2 and RQ3, there are plenty of TODO
comments that Copilot was unable to repay. We find that although
GitHub Copilot and SATD exist at the bridge of natural language
and programming language, there are characteristics of a TODO
comments that do not align well with a generative prompt. In these

instances, we find that AI agents which generate code may not
be the only tool which can assist in alleviating the symptoms of a
self-admitted technical debt.

Previously, we have speculated that SATD which expresses a
question may cause difficulties for code generation to repay. In
these instances, a code Q&A agent trained upon varying circum-
stances may best assist in resolving these comments as opposed
to code generation. In our dataset, we find that developers leave
TODO comments whose questions involve API applicability, ex-
press unknown developer knowledge, disclose doubts about current
implementations, and ask questions about their specific software
system. An example of a question about API applicability is TODO:
refactor. Can I use disag_upsample()?, which can be assisted
by a code Q&A trained on API documentation to guide develop-
ers on its intended usage and prevent misusage. TODO comments
involving unknown developer knowledge include TODO: figure
out swap! and TODO: how to properly limit max number of
function calls?, which can be assisted by code Q&A trained on
development tutorials or Stack Overflow posts to educate inexpe-
rienced developers on best practices. TODO comments disclosing
doubts on current implementations include TODO(zhiting): is
it okay to have stand-alone random generator? and TODO:
is m.ClassDeclaration enough? Meanwhile, an example of a
TODO comment questioning a specific software system is TODO:
unused? Both types of comments doubting current implementa-
tions and questioning aspects of their specific system can be assisted
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by code Q&A which learns facts about a software system to act as
a senior developer to answer the rationale behind design decisions.

Previously it was discussed that comments such as TODO - should
these be in if clause? and TODO - This potentially needs
to be expanded refer to code in proximity to the concerning
comment. Because our experiments discard the original code to
generate potentially technical debt-free code, this relationship is
lost, and thus these comments do not translate well to Copilot
prompts. However, there are code intelligence techniques involv-
ing “code editing” [57] where code is refined according to specific
instructions. In these scenarios, the original code is used as an addi-
tional channel of input. Thus, our study can motivate future work
which could replicate our experiments with code editing techniques
to compare to our code generation performances. Speculatively,
these techniques may also perform well on comments which only
disclose symptoms, since common solutions to these symptoms
may be learnable and reapplicable.

Finally, some TODO comments were out of scope of our experi-
ments, such as TODO make another listener for target-changed,
which indicates a task of creating another function. Our study only
generated function bodies which our TODO comments were found
in, and thus this comment was out of the scope of our experiments.
Future work could investigate system-wide SATD resolution and its
relationship with the existing surrounding code using code intelli-
gence techniques. Additionally, future works can expand upon our
work by incorporating code quality metrics to evaluate the quality
of the generated code. Additionally, our analysis is only performed
with the most recent revisions of the repositories and does not con-
sider how TODO comments and their corresponding code evolve
over time. Therefore, future work can explore how code intelligence
tools can assist in software evolution and improve developers’ in-
teraction with Copilot by exploring how often developers approve
or modify generated solutions.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity: To ensure the accuracy of our labeled data, we
adopted an iterative process where two authors independently la-
beled the dataset and resolved disagreements with a third author.
Cohen’s Kappa measure was employed to verify that the agree-
ment between the authors’ labels was not due to chance. Through
several iterations, the two authors consistently achieved excellent
agreement, following a well-established approach used in prior
studies involving manual investigation [6, 20, 38, 45]. Although we
systematically generate code, it is possible that users with differing
skill levels may use Copilot in different ways, creating a feedback
loop between users and Copilot to produce the best solutions.

Although we only study Python repositories, the mined dataset
consists of over 100,000 projects that have at least 24 stars onGitHub.
Additionally, the function bodies studied contain 0-194 source code
statements, reflecting a wide variety of task complexities and po-
tential topics. Additionally, the choice to leverage docstrings in our
prompts led our studied instances to include only Python functions
with docstrings. Our prompt-construction procedures could intro-
duce bias, considering that we may have overlooked potentially
more effective prompts during the study. However, we ensured a
systematic approach by applying the procedure to all 380 fitting

TODO comments. Furthermore, we have made all generations and
labels available in our replication package, promoting transparency
and open science.

During the labeling process, the authors labeledwhether a GitHub
Copilot generation resolved the symptoms of a concerning TODO
comment found originally in an open-source repository. Although
it is possible that the generated code is functionally different than
the original open-source code, the correctness of the generation
and other dynamic factors are not evaluated in this study. Previous
works have evaluated the correctness of GitHub Copilot genera-
tions [37] to find up to 91% of the time, Copilot could provide a
partial fix. Instead, we have evaluated whether the generations con-
tain or resolve the symptoms of the concerning TODO comment
depending on its presence or modification in the prompt. Regard-
less of correctness or loss of functionality, the generations were
labeled according to their relationship with the concerning TODO
comment as done for human SATD repayment in prior works [55].
Prior work also found that harmful code can be produced from
Copilot [41], however, we do not evaluate this alongside TODO
comment resolution. Additionally, it is possible that the TODO com-
ment could be misleading, obsolete, or inaccurate. Although this
could lead to misinterpretation, multiple labelers were consulted to
decide on a difficult TODO comment label. Finally, since the labelers
were aware of the prompting techniques used, this knowledge may
have unconsciously added bias to their labels.

External validity: We selected GitHub Copilot for its promi-
nence in previous works [34, 37, 41] and its extensive training by
OpenAI and GitHub, despite some implementation details being
unavailable due to its proprietary nature. Nevertheless, the tech-
niques discussed in Section 4 for improving preprocessing and post-
processing can be adapted to any code-generative tool to achieve
SATD-free code generations. Moreover, our findings can likely ap-
ply to other code generative tools since current state-of-the-art
approaches, like Copilot, utilize next-token predictors for code gen-
eration [7]. Hence, we argue that our claims regarding reproducing
and repaying SATD can be generalized to other code-generative
tools.

6 RELATEDWORKS
6.1 Management of Technical Debt
“Technical debt” was coined by Ward Cunningham, comparing soft-
ware development to debt, emphasizing the importance of repay-
ment [9]. Numerous studies investigate its impact on software prod-
ucts and developers [5, 13, 26, 46, 48]. Tom et al. [48] conducted
a survey revealing TD’s influence on developers’ morale, produc-
tivity, quality, and project risk. For technical debt management
[5], Li et al. [26] surveyed various aspects, including identification,
measurement, prioritization, prevention, monitoring, repayment,
documentation, and communication. Prior works proposed TD
measurement techniques like SQALE [22, 23]. This paper utilizes
GitHub Copilot to aid in technical debt repayment, specifically
addressing technical debts admitted through TODO comments in
different stages of ML pipeline [4].

Potdar and Shihab [42] introduced “self-admitted technical debt”
(SATD), revealing intentional disclosures by developers in software
artifacts. SATD is prevalent in issue trackers [24, 25, 52], code review
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[21], build systems [53], and Docker files [2]. Most SATD research,
including this work, focuses on exploring SATD in source code
comments (e.g., TODO comments) [3, 14, 18, 28–31, 38, 42, 43, 55].

Our study leverages AI techniques to aid TODO comment man-
agement. Prior research explores similar AI-based approaches for
managing self-admitted technical debt (SATD) through DL and text
mining [18, 27, 28, 30, 31, 43, 44]. Zampetti et al. [56] introduces a
DL-based method to classify SATD into 6 removal strategies [55] for
developer assistance. Addressing the complexities of SATD removal
status [29, 55] and outdated comments [47, 51], Gao et al. [15] pro-
poses an approach that tracks “obsolete” TODO comments using
comment text, source code, and commit messages. Mastropaolo
et al. [35] is the most similar work to ours, as they examine how
LLMs (pretrained, finetuned, and chatbot) can be used to repay
SATD. However, our work differentiates itself from Mastropaolo
et al. [35] by proposing prompt engineering for GitHub Copilot
and evaluating how often the symptoms of TODO comments are
reproduced in the downstream code generations.

6.2 GitHub Copilot Evaluations
Code intelligence tasks, boosted by deep learning [8, 17, 32, 33, 36,
49], include code generation [16], comment maintenance [32, 33,
36, 57], defect resolution [33, 36, 57], and automated code review
[17, 49, 57]. In this study, we assess GitHub Copilot’s performance
in the automatic repayment of TODO comments through prompt
engineering. However, other aspects of Copilot have been evaluated
by prior works [19, 34, 37, 41].

Mastropaolo et al. [34] finds that semantic-preserving changes
in prompts can affect the output of Copilot, thus questioning the
robustness of Copilot. In contrast, our work examines how well
modifying prompts with TODO comments can lead to code gen-
eration that resolves specified technical debt symptoms. Pearce
et al. [41] utilized GitHub Copilot to generate code for high-risk
CWE scenarios, revealing 40% vulnerability in insecure prompts.
Nguyen and Nadi [37] evaluated Copilot’s generation on LeetCode
and found initial correct answers in 27%-57% of cases, with 61%-91%
of time providing a potentially useful starting point for developers.
Imai [19] examines how well Copilot serves as a pair programmer.

7 CONCLUSION
The title of this paper questions whether prompt engineering and
TODO comments are friends or foes. To provide an answer, this
paper has manually gathered 380 TODO comments from open-
source repositories to generate 1,140 GitHub Copilot generations.
First, we find that unmodified TODO comments can cause Copilot
to produce technically indebted code. However, we also find that
TODO comments possess valuable information that can serve as
actionable instructions or additional specifications in these prompts.
Depending on the characteristics of these comments, our study
exemplifies how prompt engineering can be leveraged to address
more instances of TODO comments’ symptoms. The examination
of successfully and unsuccessfully repaid TODO comments enabled
us to provide prompt engineering best practices for producing
less technically indebted code. Ultimately, we demonstrate how
code generation can perform towards automatic technical debt
repayment and motivate future work for the improvement of code

generative tools and the application of other code intelligence tools
towards automatic technical debt repayment.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The scripts and resulting TODO comment data is publically avail-
able on Zenodo [39].
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